ABSEILER
ACTIONED
AEGROTAT
AERADIOS
ANGSTIER
ANIMATOS
ANODISED
ANODISER
ANODISES
ANODIZER
APHONIES
ARSEHOLE
ARTESIAN
ASSONATE
AUTODIAL
BANDIEST
BASCINET
BEALINGS
BEDLINER
BERGENIA
BIOWASTE
BLEAREST
BORONIAS
BOUTADES
BRESAOLA
BROASTED
BROMELIA
CANTORIS
CAPONISE
CASTERED
CEDARIER
CHAINERS

one that abseils (to rappel (to descend
from a steep height by means of a rope))
[n -S]
ACTION, to bring a lawsuit against [v]
a certificate excusing an ill student from
an examination [n -S]
AERADIO, a Canadian radio service for
pilots [n]
ANGSTY, feeling anxiety or dread [adj]
ANIMATO, a musical passage played in a
lively manner [n]
ANODISE, to anodize (to coat with a
protective film by chemical means) [v]
anodizer (one that anodizes (to coat with a
protective film by chemical means)) [n -S]
ANODISE, to anodize (to coat with a
protective film by chemical means) [v]
one that anodizes (to coat with a
protective film by chemical means) [n -S]
APHONY, aphonia (loss of voice) [n]
an offensive word [n -S]
pertaining to a type of well [adj]
to use a word or syllable that resembles
another in sound [v -NATED, -NATING,
-NATES]
to dial a telephone number automatically
[v -DIALED, -DIALING, -DIALS or DIALLED, -DIALLING, -DIALS]
BANDY, curved apart at the knees [adj]
basinet (a medieval helmet) [n -S]
BEALING, a beal (an infected sore (a
painful place on the body)) [n]
a protective covering for the bed of a truck
[n -S]
a flowering plant [n -S]
waste composed chiefly of organic matter
[n -S]
BLEAR [adj]
BORONIA, an Australian shrub [n]
BOUTADE, a sudden outburst [n]
a dish of sliced dried beef [n -S]
BROAST, to broil and roast food [v]
a tropical plant with stiff leaves [n -S]
to be sung by the north side of the choir in
a church [adj]
to caponize (to geld a rooster) [v -ISED, ISING, -ISES]
CASTER, a small, swiveling wheel [adj]
CEDARY, CEDAR, an evergreen tree
[adj]
CHAINER [n]

New Bingo 8s (High Probability)

CHATLINE
CLEANOUT
CLEAROUT
CORNETTI
CROTALES
CURATION
DANCIEST
DEALIGNS
DEIONISE
DEMENTIS
DEMINERS
DERACINE
DERATION
DESTREAM
DETANGLE
DIATREME
DISOWNER
DOGSTAIL
DOGTAILS
DONEGALS
DOWNRATE
DREAREST
EARHOLES
ECOTOPIA
EIRENICS
ELASTANE
ENACTION
EROTICAS
EUROLAND
FAIRIEST

a telephone service that allows
conversation among several callers [n -S]
the act of cleaning something out [n -S]
the action of removing unwanted material
from a place [n -S]
CORNETTO, a musical wind instrument
[n]
CROTALE, a small cymbal (a percussion
instrument) [n]
the work of a curator [n -S]
DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj]
DEALIGN, to withdraw allegiance to a
political party [v]
to deionize (to remove ions from) [v ISED, -ISING, -ISES]
DEMENTI, an official denial of a
published statement [n]
DEMINER, one that removes mines
(explosive devices) [n]
a displaced person [n -S]
to free (as food) from rationing [v -ED, ING, -S]
to reverse the categorizing of students [v ED, -ING, -S]
to remove knots from [v -GLED, -GLING,
-GLES]
a volcanic vent produced by gaseous
explosions [n -S]
one that disowns (to deny the ownership
of) [n -S]
a grass with spiky flower heads [n -S]
DOGTAIL, a type of grass [n]
DONEGAL, a type of tweed (a coarse
woolen fabric) [n]
to make lower in value [v -RATED, RATING, -RATES]
DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and
depressing)) [adj]
EARHOLE, the external opening of the
ear [n]
an ecologically ideal region or form of
society [n -S]
irenics (a branch of theology) [n]
spandex (a synthetic elastic fiber) [n -S]
the action of enacting [n -S]
EROTICA, literature or art dealing with
sexual love [n]
the eurozone (the area formed by the
countries using the euro) [n -S]
FAIRY, pertaining to or resembling a
fairy [adj]
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FLOREATS
FOUSTIER
FRANCISE
FRIULANO
GAITERED
GENISTAS
GOATIEST
GOITERED
GROVIEST
HALIEROV
HALIOTES
HEADRAIL
HEALINGS
HEATINGS
HOTLINER
IGNOBLER
INAPTEST
INOTROPE
INSOURCE
INTEGRIN
IONISERS
IRONIEST
IRONISED
IRONISES
IRONLESS
ITEMISER
IVORIEST
JUNIORED
KENDOIST
LAIRAGES

FLOREAT, may he/she/it flourish [v]
FOUSTY, moldy (musty (having a stale
odor)) [adj]
to francize (to force to adopt French
customs and language) [v -CISED, CISING, -CISES]
a mild Italian cheese [n -NOS]
GAITER, a covering for the lower leg
[adj]
GENISTA, a shrub with yellow flowers
[n]
GOATY, suggestive of a goat [adj]
GOITER, an enlargement of the thyroid
gland [adj]
GROVY, resembling or suggestive of a
grove [adj]
HALIER, a former monetary unit of
Slovakia [n]
HALIOTIS, a mollusk with an ear-shaped
shell [n]
a horizontal rail at the top of something [n
-S]
HEALING, the process of becoming
healthy again [n]
HEATING, the act of making something
hot [n]
a person who runs a radio phone-in show
[n -S]
IGNOBLE, of low character [adj]
INAPT, not apt [adj]
a drug for controlling the force of
muscular contractions [n -S]
to procure goods and services from within
one's own country [v -SOURCED, SOURCING, -SOURCES]
a class of animal proteins [n -S]
IONISER, ionizer (one that ionizes (to
convert into ions)) [n]
IRONY [adj]
IRONISE, to ironize (to mix with
nutritional iron) [v]
IRONISE, to ironize (to mix with
nutritional iron) [v]
having no iron [adj]
itemizer (one that itemizes (to set down
the particulars of)) [n -S]
IVORY [adj]
JUNIOR [v]
one skilled in kendo [n -S]
LAIRAGE, a place where cattle are
housed at markets [n]
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LAIRIEST
LASERING
LEMONIER
LINEMATE
LONICERA
LOUNGIER
LUSTRINE
MALONATE
METANOIA
MIDWATER
MINNEOLA
MINUETED
MONILIAE
MOONGATE
NANCIEST
NARKIEST
NATTERER
NEGATORY
NEMATICS
NETROOTS
NONARIES
NORTENAS
NORTENOS
NOTARISE
NOTCHIER
NOTELETS
OESTRUAL
ORATURES
OVERFINE
OWLERIES
PANFORTE
PARTIEST
PEABRAIN
PEARLIES
PEROGIES

LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj]
LASER, to treat with a laser (a device that
amplifies light waves) [v]
LEMONY, LEMON, a citrus fruit [adj]
a hockey player on the same line as
another [n -S]
a shrub with fragrant flowers [n -S]
LOUNGY, suitable for lounging [adj]
lustring (a glossy silk fabric) [n -S]
a salt or ester of malonic acid [n -S]
a spiritual conversion [n -S]
the middle portion vertically of a body of
water [n -S]
a reddish tangelo [n -S]
MINUET, to dance a minuet (a slow,
stately dance) [v]
MONILIA, a type of parasitic fungus [n]
a circular gateway in a wall [n -S]
NANCY, an offensive word [adj]
NARKY, irritable [adj]
one that natters (to chatter (to talk rapidly
and trivially)) [n -S]
expressing negation [adj]
NEMATIC, a liquid crystal in a particular
phase [n]
political activists at the basic level of
society who communicate via the Internet
[n]
NONARY, a group of nine [n]
NORTENA, a style of folk music of
northern Mexico and Texas [n]
NORTENO, an inhabitant of northern
Mexico [n]
to notarize (to certify through a notary) [v
-RISED, -RISING, -RISES]
NOTCHY, having angular cuts [adj]
NOTELET, a small sheet of paper for an
informal letter [n]
estrual (estrous (pertaining to estrus (the
period of heat in female mammals))) [adj]
ORATURE, oral forms of literature, such
as folklore [n]
excessively fine or particular [adj]
OWLERY, a place that owls inhabit [n]
a hard spicy cake [n -S]
PARTY [adj]
a stupid person [n -S]
teeth (one of the hard structures attached
in a row to each jaw) [n]
PEROGI, pierogi (a small dumpling with
a filling) [n] / PEROGIE, pierogi (a small
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PINOTAGE
PONGIEST
POSTERED
PRUNIEST
QUANTISE
RAILBEDS
RAINSUIT
RANCIDER
RATTLIER
RAVENEST
REARINGS
REBASING
RELEASOR
REMAILER
REPOINTS
REQUINTO
RESINIER
RETABLOS
RIBULOSE
RIGIDEST
RINGETTE
RINGLETY
RINGSTER
RINGTONE
RIOTINGS
ROBINIAS
ROBOTISE
ROOTSIER
ROSETTED

dumpling with a filling) [n] / PEROGY,
pierogi (a small dumpling with a filling)
[n]
a variety of red wine grape [n -S]
PONGY, stinky (emitting a foul odor)
[adj]
POSTER, to affix public notices on [v]
PRUNEY, resembling a prune [adj]
to quantize (to limit the possible values of
to a discrete set) [v -TISED, -TISING, TISES]
RAILBED, a layer of stone or gravel on
which a railroad is laid [n]
a waterproof jacket and pants [n -S]
RANCID, having an unpleasant odor or
taste [adj]
RATTLY, tending to rattle [adj]
RAVEN [adj]
REARING, the act of an animal standing
on its rear limbs [n]
REBASE, to set a new foundation for
something [v]
releaser (one that releases (to set free)) [n S]
an Internet service that forwards email
anonymously [n -S]
REPOINT, POINT, to indicate direction
with the finger [v]
a small guitar (a stringed musical
instrument) [n -TOS]
RESINY, resinous (resembling resin) [adj]
RETABLO, a retable (a raised shelf above
an altar) [n]
a type of sugar [n -S]
RIGID, not flexible; strict, harsh [adj]
a team sport for women played on ice
using a rubber ring [n -S]
resembling or suggestive of a ringlet [adj]
one of a group of people united for
political or economic reasons [n -S]
a sound made by a cell phone when
receiving a call [n -S]
RIOTING, a violent public disturbance [n]
ROBINIA, a North American tree or
shrub [n]
to robotize (to make automatic) [v -ISED,
-ISING, -ISES]
ROOTSY, showing traditional musical
origins [adj]
ROSETTE, an ornament resembling a rose
[adj]
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ROSTERED
ROTUNDER
ROUSABLE
ROUTEING
SANGREAL
SATINIER
SEPTORIA
SHERWANI
SHOUTIER
SIDEMEAT
SIDEROAD
SLANTIER
SLOGANED
SNITTIER
SORBITAN
STERANES
STOREMAN
STOREMEN
TAENIOID
TAENITES
TAPIROID
TEARLIKE
TEENDOMS
TENORINI
TENORINO
TENORMAN
THONGIER
TIBIALES
TIDELINE
TOADLETS
TOLEWARE
TONIFIED
TONIFIES
TOWNSITE

ROSTER, to place in a list of names [v]
ROTUND, marked by roundness [adj]
ROUSE, to bring out of a state of sleep or
inactivity [adj]
ROUTE, to send on a particular course [v]
sangrail (the legendary cup used by Christ
at the Last Supper) [n -S]
SATINY, resembling satin [adj]
a type of fungus (any of a major group of
lower plants) [n -S]
a knee-length coat worn by some men of
India [n -S]
SHOUTY, given to or characterized by
shouting [adj]
meat cut from the side of the pig [n -S]
a rural road [n -S]
SLANTY, deviating from the horizontal
or vertical [adj]
SLOGAN, a motto adopted by a group
[adj]
SNITTY, disagreeably ill-tempered [adj]
a chemical compound [n -S]
STERANE, a chemical compound [n]
a man who looks after stored goods [n MEN]
STOREMAN, a man who looks after
stored goods [n]
TAENIA, a tapeworm (a parasitic worm)
[adj]
TAENITE, a nickel-iron alloy in
meteorites [n]
[n -S]
resembling a tear [adj]
TEENDOM, teenagers collectively [n]
TENORINO, a high tenor [n]
a high tenor [n -NI]
a person who plays tenor saxophone [n MEN]
THONGY, resembling an item of clothing
made from a narrow strip of fabric [adj]
TIBIALIS, a muscle in the calf of the leg
[n]
a line on a shore marking the highest point
of the tide [n -S]
TOADLET, a small toad (a tailless,
jumping amphibian) [n]
objects made of elaborately decorated
sheet metal [n -S]
TONIFY, to give tone to [v]
TONIFY, to give tone to [v]
the site of a town [n -S]
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TRADINGS
TREELINE
TRIALING
TRIALLED
UNRIVETS
VERONALS
VERTISOL
WEBINARS
WIRELINE

TRADING, the action of exchanging
commodities [n]
the limit north of which trees do not grow
[n -S]
TRIAL, to test something to assess its
performance [v]
TRIAL, to test something to assess its
performance [v]
UNRIVET, to remove rivets (metal bolts)
from [v]
VERONAL, a sedative drug [n]
a type of clayey soil [n -S]
WEBINAR, a live interactive educational
presentation conducted on a website [n]
a telegraph or telephone wire [n -S]
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